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1.3 

Sady Sullivan, Brooklyn Historical Society 

Crossing Borders, Bridging Generations Project:  Using OHMS at the 

Brooklyn Historical Society 

 Crossing Borders, Bridging Generations (CBBG) is an oral history project 

exploring the history and experiences of mixed-heritage people and families 

in the historically diverse borough of Brooklyn.  This is the first oral history 

collection that Brooklyn Historical Society is making available online in 

full (audio & transcripts) and what we heard from our audience right away 

was they wanted to listen but they didn’t know where to start – they needed 

a way in.  As a small institution without a full-time IT person, I’m thankful 

and excited that we can make the content of our interviews searchable using 

OHMS.  In addition, using OHMS to index our interviews helps us organize 

Listening Meetings for narrators and interviewers to come together to 

discuss percolating themes.  cbbg.brooklynhistory.org 

 

1.5 

Abigail Gautreau 

Re-seeing Movement History in New Relationships, New Times, Old 

Landscapes: Hidden Stories in the Life History Context 

In the spring and summer of 2013, I spent five months living in Alabama to 

conduct research, interviews, and oral histories with members of the Selma, 

Alabama community in connection with Selma's role in the Voting Rights 

Movement of 1965. This work is part of a broader Multiple Property 

Submission to the National Register of Historic Places that hopes to provide 

a roadmap for a reinterpretation of the community's past for future 

interpretive signage and exhibits. I initially believed that the narratives and 

interviews would be useful for identifying sites and provide background 

evidence for National Register of Historic Places nominations. However, 

when I finally began my interviews, it became clear that the narratives were 

much more than background research; they constituted a story that had been 

largely left out of the historical narrative of the Selma Movement. 

In this panel, I will discuss how I found my narrators (primarily a group of 

alumni from R.B. Hudson High School who were involved in the various 

demonstrations and marches in Selma from 1963-65), some themes that 

have emerged from these narratives, and some of the benefits and 

challenges to using the life history approach. In particular, I will explore 

how the narrators frame their experiences in the context of their lives, and 

why these stories are not part of the existing body of historical research. 

 

1.5 

Cyrana Wyker 

Oral History: Reflections on a Transgressive Methodology 

Oral history methodology underlines the role of the historian as a co-creator 

of the historical record and creates space for us to re-imagine what we can 

know about the past. For a graduate course on oral history, I had the 

opportunity to co-create oral histories as part of a larger project. The 

process of conducting oral history interviews illuminated issues of agency, 

power, and authority in historical research and writing in such a way that 

undermined pursuits of objective knowledge. As a co-creative process, my 

experiences and views shaped the direction of the interviews. I interpret the 

stories told by the narrators to reveal similarities and differences in their 

experiences as Black women and as evidence that individual lives defy easy 

categorization. As the primary method used by historians to tell stories and 

reclaim the past of historically marginalized groups, oral history captures 

the essence of human experience beyond the traditional reading of historical 

documents.  

 

1.6 

Dian Jordan-Werhane, University of Texas Permian Basin and Texas 

Woman's University 

Jessica Gullion, Texas Woman’s University 

Harold Stevenson: From Idabel, Oklahoma to the Smithsonian and 

Guggenheim 

http://cbbg.brooklynhistory.org/


In 1962, American Pop artist Harold Stevenson's painting, The New Adam, 

a 40-foot male nude, that was to be featured alongside the work of Andy 

Warhol, Jim Dine, Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein and James Rosenquist, 

was banned from the Guggenheim Museum in New York. Stevenson's story 

of life as an artist is revealed when an oral history, letters and journals 

unravel what happened from 1962 to fifty years later, when in 2012 we 

found The New Adam as part of the permanent collection of the same 

museum.  

In the 1960s, Stevenson was the subject of one of Andy Warhol's tape 

recordings of pivotal events and the everyday routines of life at The Factory 

in New York City. The Smithsonian Institute conducted an oral history with 

Stevenson in 1973. Since 2012, Jordan has been conducting an additional 

oral history with the artist. During analysis of these vocal recordings along 

with content analysis of historical documents and Internet content, we were 

intrigued with the intersectionality of person and social culture, and the 

dialectic tension this created in Stevenson's art. 

Distillation, in so far as a life may be distilled, called us to question the line 

between oral history and social research. As sociologists, we are trained to 

seek human subject protection for research participants. We found 

researching secondary data sources challenging, as the line between fact 

checking and research blurred. At what point did fact checking become 

interviewing of additional research subjects? In seeking out corroboration 

and triangulation of events, were we pushing outside the parameters of the 

original study? In this presentation we discuss the unexpected challenges 

researching a life presented to us.  

 

1.6 

Stephanie Zollinger, University of Minnesota 

Memories From The Jack Lenor Larsen Studio: An Oral History Project 

Jack Lenor Larsen Inc. was founded in 1953 and quickly became one of the 

world’s leading textile producers, specializing in high-end fabrics for use in 

the interior environment. The Larsen Studio is most famous for producing 

loomed fabrics, textured random-weave upholstery fabrics, grainy batiks, 

mohairs, tufted leather rugs, velours, printed velvets, airy cotton, and Thai 

silks. Known as an innovator of fabric design, Jack Lenor Larsen 

established the standards for superlative textiles for the last half of the 

twentieth century. Larsen textiles have been recognized by numerous textile 

and design industry awards, and have been celebrated with major museum 

exhibitions from the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston to the Musée des Arts 

Décoratifs, Palais du Louvre in Paris. 

Oral history was used to explore and document the success and 

collaborations of Jack Lenor Larsen. This presentation will focus on the 

results of in-depth interviews with Jack Lenor Larsen and his former 

designers, executives, employees, and colleagues. Excerpts from interviews 

will be used to discuss motivations and influences, behind-the-scenes-

stories, and personal reflections. Methods of production, marketing 

decisions and retail merchandising strategies will also be presented. 

 

1.7 

Deborah Kilgore 

It was the Worst Sight Ever: Mill Town Residents and the 1948 Tornado, 

McKinney, Texas 

On May 3, 1948, at approximately 2:59 pm, “a boiling black cloud”, 

recently evaluated by Texas Tech researchers as an EF1 multi vortex 

tornado struck the south side of McKinney, Texas.  Moving from west to 

east the storm claimed two lives, injured 43 residents, and damaged or 

destroyed the city hospital, two schools, two churches, a park, hundreds of 

homes, and the city’s largest single employer, the Texas Textile Mill.  

Extensively documented at the time by citizens, the local newspaper, and 

nearby Dallas news organizations the rebuilding lasted a year and forever 

altered the economic role of the cotton mill in city affairs.  As years passed, 

however, memories of the storm as chronicled in memorial newspaper 

stories, magazine articles, and local history books focused on just three 

subjects, photos of damaged homes, an eyewitness account by a future 

mayor of the moments before the funnel touched down, and the hand injury 

of C. T. Eddings, principal of the South Ward school. This paper is based 

on seven interviews with survivors of the storm including mill workers, 

school children, and a small business owner. The author will show how mill 

workers and their children experienced the tornado and the aftermath, add a 

half-mile to the storm track based on interviews, and delve into how the 

tornado story has been reduced to a simple narrative centered on the South 

Ward School.   



1.7 

Amanda Wray 

Teacher Activist: Oral History Research in a Contested Space 

In the early 1800s, Revolutionary War veteran Captain Edmund Sams 

established a ferry that crossed the French Broad River at Asheville, 

NC.  The town of Silver Springs grew at the site of the ferry, mostly 

working class families attracted to a thriving business area. In 1834, James 

McConnell Smith replaced the ferry with a toll bridge, and Silver Springs 

became a tourism and distribution hub for western North Carolina for the 

next century. Present day Smith’s Bridge remains an important connecting 

point in the city, linking the oldest neighborhoods of Asheville to a thriving 

River Arts District and downtown. April 6, 2012, New Belgium Brewery 

announced it was building an east coast beer enterprise along the French 

Broad River, beginning at the base of Smith’s Bridge. Roads are to be 

widened and traffic permanently redirected through the surrounding 

neighborhoods as west Asheville attempts to handle the traffic of 125 

tractor-trailers making daily deliveries to the distribution center.  

Before New Belgium broke ground and the city hung new stoplights, twelve 

creative writing undergraduate students and I began collecting oral histories 

in the neighborhoods around Smith’s Bridge. We worked with five 

informants ranging in age from 71 to 97 years to document a more 

inclusive, complex history about the area’s commerce, citizens, 

government, and everyday relations. Our research allowed us to create a 

print-based public history artifact that will be distributed through the local 

library system, used to inform the design of a neighborhood bus stop, and 

available to New Belgium Brewery patrons on opening day.  

This presentation will advocate for place-based oral history research as (1) a 

pedagogical tool in the creative writing classroom and (2) a social activism 

strategy for collaborating with other stakeholders to design community-

centered, historically representative public spaces.  

 

1.8 

Adrienne Cain 

The African American Library at the Gregory School : Discovering our Past 

Through Oral Histories 

Post the Emancipation Proclamation, many freed slaves settled in the 

swampy area of Houston known as “Freedmen’s Town” in Houston’s 

Fourth Ward. In 1870, the Gregory Institute was formed as the first school 

for African Americans in the city and later became the Edgar M. Gregory 

School when it was inducted into the Houston ISD. The freed slaves in this 

community built their own homes, churches, and started their own business. 

The area thrived for decades until the incorporation of major highways that 

dissected it from the up and coming downtown area. Many businesses 

relocated and many people moved from the area due to rising costs. The 

school remained open until the mid 1980s. 

Over 20 years later, the City of Houston and Houston Public Library 

System acquired and restored the 1926 building which now is The African 

American Library at the Gregory School. This facility serves as resource 

and repository to preserve, promote and celebrate the history of African 

Americans in Houston. Since there are very few documents, photographs 

and other memorabilia to attest the experience at the Gregory School, most 

of the history has been revealed and documented in the form of oral history. 

The Oral History Program was formulated as a remembrance of the 

historic—yet disappearing—Fourth Ward and The Gregory School.  

This presentation will include photographs and excerpts of oral history 

recordings that highlight the activities, faculty, and structure of the school 

as well as a glimpse of the everyday lives of African Americans in the 

community of Fourth Ward and include alumni, former teachers, former 

and current residents of Fourth Ward, and prominent African American 

politicians, business owners and community activists. Through these 

interviews, the viewers will receive a firsthand experience of African 

American life in Houston and in the Fourth Ward community.  

 



1.8 

Jacob J. Podber, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Department of 

Radio, Television, and Digital Media 

Southern Illinois University Faculty Association Labor Strike of 2011: An 

Oral History 

On the evening of November 2, 2011, four unions at Southern Illinois 

University Carbondale (Faculty Association, Non-Tenure Track Faculty 

Association, Association of Civil Service Employees, and Graduate 

Assistants United) prepared for a joint labor strike. Hours before the strike 

was to begin, news came that three of the four locals had reached 

settlements and would return to work on the next morning. However, after 

almost 500 days without a contract, the SIUC Faculty Association was 

forced to strike alone. The labor strike, lasting one week, was one of the 

longest labor disputes in American higher education.  

By conducting oral history interviews with people directly related to the 

events leading up to, during, and immediately following the strike, this 

paper exams the SIUC Faculty Association strike in 2011. The interviewees 

include professors, both tenure and non-tenure track, department chairs, 

students, graduate assistants, civil service employees, administrators, and 

news reporters. Because of the sensitivity of the topic, and the fact that most 

interviewees were still employed at the University, issues of confidentiality, 

loyalty, and allegiances to the university and the union, were explored. This 

papers attempts to explain, through the voices of those who participated, the 

confused, anxious, sensitive, frightened, collegial, unified, divisive, and 

empowered feelings, often felt simultaneously, by workers who believed the 

only way to an equitable work environment was through a labor strike. In 

contrast, this paper also explores the positions taken by some interviewees 

who believed the strike was an ill-conceived idea. 

 

1.8 
LaNette Weiss Thompson, Baylor University 

Janet Bagby, Baylor University 

Uncovering the Hidden Stories of Student Veterans Adjusting to Academia 

Answering a call for more research on Post 9-11 veterans in postsecondary 

institutions, this oral history project examined the stories of 11 student 

veterans who were on active duty during the Afghanistan and Iraq conflicts 

and were subsequently enrolled in higher education. Student veterans 

typically avoid asking for assistance. Using the lens of Urie 

Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory, this paper uncovers their 

hidden stories, stories of the consequences of immediate communication 

with family stateside while serving on the battlefield, stories of the 

challenges of establishing relationships with other students in the university 

who may have limited worldviews. Given the increasing number of student 

veterans in higher education, uncovering and sharing their hidden stories 

will not only give them a voice but also provide practical tools to 

universities who are seeking to become more “veteran friendly.” 

 

2.1 

Seth Kotch 

The Interview is Not Enough: Cultivating New Publics and New Publicities 

for Oral History Projects 

The opportunities presented to oral historian by digital technology—to 

share stories with new audiences, to use and understand first-person 

testimonies in new ways, to integrate oral histories with complementary 

sources—have matured into full-fledged demands. “The Interview is Not 

Enough: Cultivating New Publics and New Publicities for Oral History 

Projects” considers how oral historians can make use of their interviews as 

tools for public engagement as well as sources of scholarship as well as 

what oral historians can contribute to the developing conversation over 

presenting and using oral histories in traditional library environments. 

 

2.3 

Roundtable: 50 Shades of Gray: Exploring the Murky Mores of Oral 

History Deeds of Gift and Release Forms 

We are talking about the dirty secret of legacy release forms we all have in 

our collections. You know what we mean, the release form that states only 

one researcher at a time can access an oral history interview but only if they 

know the secret password and if they want to publish from the interview, 

permission has to be granted from the interviewee’s cat. Don’t pretend you 

haven’t seen it and immediately put it in the back of the filing cabinet.  



This roundtable is an invitation to discuss the quirkiness of oral history deed 

of gift forms and hopefully share policies and procedures, official and 

unofficial, on how we deal with these as institutions.  As roundtable hosts, 

we don’t claim to have all the answers, but would like to spark a dialogue 

on access, calculated risk, and fair use. We will also share our developing 

OH access decision tree, built to  guide oral history collection holders, with 

a focus on greater access and responsible preservation, while taking a cue 

from our colleagues in documentary film and developing a guideline for fair 

use.  

  

2.4 

Roundtable: New Approaches to Bringing Community Histories Into Public 

Space in an Urban Region: The Buffalo & Erie County Public Library’s 

“Digitized Commons” in National Perspective 

Chair and Commentator:    

David Stricklin, Butler Center for Arkansas Studies, Central Arkansas 

Library System, Little Rock  

Panelists: 

Anne Conable, Buffalo and Erie County (NY) Public Library  

Michael Frisch, University at Buffalo, SUNY, and The Randforce 

Associates, University at Buffalo Technology Incubator  

Peggy Milliron, Independent Scholar and Community Historian 

This roundtable explores a long-term project underway at the Buffalo and 

Erie County (NY) Public Library in combination with scholars, oral 

historians, technology consultants,  researchers, and a range of participating 

community groups.  The project approaches the “hidden stories and 

contested truths” of community history as resources that can be coordinated 

and shared, and leveraged in new ways for engaging contemporary issues 

and challenges within and across the communities of a broad region.    

With support from NEH, NY Council for the Humanities, and most recently 

an Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS) National Leadership 

Grant, the Library has been mobilizing historical collections to address a 

national need: invigorating the civic function of the public library.  In this 

work, digitized historical collections, with oral history collections central, 

are approached not as on-line ends in themselves but as tools for deepening 

civic engagement through programs in the public space of libraries.  

A particular challenge and digital age opportunity is to ask how a Public 

Library can assist a wide range of groups documenting their own 

community stories, most often through oral history projects, and how these 

can be integrated in community-wide resources without necessarily being 

formal parts of the Library collections or under Library ownership and 

control.  This is generating unique community partnerships, the Library role 

ranging from providing templates and training, to models for coordinated 

collection and content management, to designing apps and a portal to a 

“collection of collections”  with significant program potential within and 

across communities, in multiple library branches, and in the urban Central 

Library space as well.   

The panel will present an interim view of this work—at the midpoint of the 

IMLS project timeline—and assess its trajectory in the context of a national 

developments in oral and community history projects.   

 

2.5 

Lauren Baud 

Narrating Transgenerational Black History in Middle Tennessee to a White 

Listener: Hidden Story or Racial Inflection? 

Middle Tennessee is home to several cities, big and small, that have 

experienced the pains of discrimination, segregation, and racism throughout 

the past century. The people who lived through those things have a lot to 

say about their experiences, but how do they tell their stories to someone 

from a completely different background? How do gender, ethnicity, and age 

factor into the relationship between narrator and listener? What racialized 

topics repeatedly reoccur during interviews? How does a mature African 

American woman and a twenty-five year old African American man narrate 

“being Black” to a twenty-four year old White woman? How does race and 

ethnicity factor differently in the lives of African Americans from different 

generations? How do White residents discuss the racial past of their city and 

their own family? How open are African Americans willing to be with a 

White listener when discussing a place with a complicated racial history? 

This paper reflects upon these questions through the examples 



of oral histories co-created for various projects from September 2011 to 

August 2012 in Columbia, Readyville, and Nashville, Tennessee. It delves 

into the ways in which discussing how race affected the lives of the people 

interviewed is perceived by both the listener and the narrator.  

 

2.5 

Jessica Klinedinst 

Interpreting the Lives of the Enslaved at Belle Meade Plantation through the 

Oral Histories of Descendants: Hidden Knowledge, Nuance, and 

Subjectivity" 

Belle Meade Plantation was a 5400 acre Thoroughbred breeding and racing 

farm located in Nashville, Tennessee during the nineteenth century; it was 

considered to be the premier Thoroughbred nursery of its time. In 1860 

there were 136 enslaved people living and working on the property, and 

very little is known about them today. The project, Journey to Jubilee, was 

started in effort to learn more about the lives of the enslaved people at Belle 

Meade. Of the four elements of the project (also including a book, exhibit, 

and music), the oral history portion will be the first part undertaken and will 

begin at Belle Meade United Primitive Baptist Church. Many of these 

enslaved workers at Belle Meade joined together and formed this church 

that still exists today, and many descendants of the enslaved people still 

attend the church.  In an effort to expand and deepen the interpretation of 

enslaved peoples’ lives on the property, and integrate those stories into the 

primary house tour, Belle Meade will conduct oral histories with members 

of the church. Currently, the project is still in it’s beginning phase, and this 

paper will focus on the elements needed to begin an oral history project of 

this size, and what the museum is doing to help fund, establish credibility, 

and promote such a great undertaking. Eventually, as the project progresses, 

the oral histories will focus on how those stories, whether they directly 

relate to the lives of enslaved ancestors at the site or not, will become a 

significant part of the new interpretation at the site.  What are the nuances 

the staff will look for in the stories that, while not explicitly about enslaved 

people’s lives, may contain important transgenerational information? How 

can the staff more insightfully read these narratives to better understand the 

lives of people who lived on the site more than 150 years ago? How can the 

staff mine the stories for information that might not, at first glance, seem 

related to the topic? 

2.6 
Deborah Edwards-Anderson 

“What are you willing to share?”: The Ethics of Interviewing Dakota People 

For the past twelve months, I’ve been engaged in a research project that 

investigates the impact of language and cultural revitalization efforts of 

Dakota communities in Minnesota on their commemorations of the U.S.-

Dakota War of 1862. In the project’s earliest stage, I grounded myself in 

indigenous methodology and considered how to avoid the pitfalls of what 

Adam Gaudry calls “extractive research.” Ten of those months were spent 

learning to strike a balance between patiently waiting and persisting in 

reaching out to potential interviewees while also accepting rejection and the 

possibility that no one would be willing to talk to me. My paper discusses 

the challenges (and serendipitous rewards) of conducting long-distance 

interviews as a community outsider, non-Dakota historian who, as one of 

my interviewees inventively phrased it, “admitted” to being African 

American. I will also share how reflecting about my positionality in this 

research has shaped the different phases of the project.  

 

 

2.7 

Pauline B. Harris 

Documenting the 1921 Assault on Greenwood 

The John Hope Franklin Center for Reconciliation (JHFCR) mission is 

“Seeks to transform society’s divisions into social harmony through the 

serious study and work of reconciliation”. The John Hope Franklin Center 

for Reconciliation Documentary Committee’s (JHFCRDC) contribution to 

the center’s mission is document and capture the memories of the 1921 

Tulsa Race Riot and the history of Greenwood, as told by at least 10 Tulsa 

families, both African-American and white, through four generations.  

Earlier projects, especially the Final Report of the Oklahoma Commission 

to Study the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921, have recorded interviews with actual 

riot survivors. This documentary study expands that base to include the 

memories of whites as well as blacks, focusing on what stories were told– 

or not told – about the riot and its impact on life in Tulsa thereafter. The 

evidence will provide scholars, teachers, students, filmmakers and writers 

with primary resources for scholarship – an intrinsic value itself.   Also, this 



study does a comparative analysis with respect to the “economic value of 

racial reconciliation” using South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation process 

that lead to the country hosting the 2010 FIFA World Cup.   As Tulsa 

presents itself to the world as an economic power,   racial reconciliation in 

Tulsa, OK must be a factor.  As this project’s primary focus is capturing the 

generational stories pertaining to the post 1921 incident on Greenwood the 

study will examine the characteristics of generational divide.  The 

methodology for conducting the fieldwork includes photography, 

film/video, audio, and narrative writing to capture and convey 

contemporary memory life and the culture of a post 1921 Tulsa.   The study 

will ultimately educate the public about the Greenwood community’s 

resilience, the effects of the tragedy within both the black and white 

communities, and the power of memory to shape Tulsa’s future.    

 

2.7 

Justin M. Randolph 

Civil Rights Out in the County: One Mississippi Family's Part in a Rural 

Movement 

A different kind of civil rights movement came to Clay County, Mississippi 

in 1965. Seventy air-line miles east of Delta communities like Greenwood 

or Money, on the same fertile Black Belt land shared by Selma, Alabama, 

black farmers joined northern activists of the Mississippi Freedom 

Democratic Party (MFDP) to seek social justice unique to a rural time and 

place.  

Preserved in interviews conducted by Stanford University students, black 

and white activists told the challenges of rural community organizing. They 

also demonstrated the immense bravery of individual farm families—

families like the Dayes of Pheba, MS. African American farm owners who 

donated property and other resources to the movement, the Dayes would 

pay dearly for their contributions. Almost fifty year later, the Daye family 

told their story as part of the Breaking New Ground oral history project. 

The goals of the rural movement in Clay County diverged from the 

prototypical civil rights narrative. Black farmers sought access to the 

financial and educational programs of the USDA, and challenged the 

county’s locally elected, all-white agricultural committee. For their part in 

challenging the privilege of white farmers, the Dayes endured physical and 

economic intimidation. Nightriders riddled the family home with bullets 

and cut fences reining in cattle.  

Corroborated by MFDP manuscripts, and even the Mississippi State 

Sovereignty Commission’s spy files, the Daye story is one of rural northeast 

Mississippi, of black landownership, and of the nation’s unifying scuffle for 

social justice. It also speaks to the power of oral history. The Dayes rarely 

appear nominally in the public record, despite appearing implicitly in The 

Congressional Record and the Washington Post. Their story should inspire 

the profession to search out other rural actors of the long civil rights 

movement, to find just what civil rights meant out in the county. 

 

2.8 

Aynur de Rouen 

Dengȇ Kurda*: The Vera Beaudin Saeedpour Kurdish Oral History Project 

at Binghamton University 

The Kurds have been living in southwest Asia for centuries.  Today, about 

40 million Kurds live in Turkey, Iraqi Kurdistan, Iran, Syria and parts of the 

former Soviet Union.  Kurds faced physical pressure and violence, cultural 

assimilation, and ethnic cleansing in the nation-states they lived in, as well 

as countries like Syria and Turkey, which left an indelible mark on their 

memories and identities.  The Kurds’ deep-rooted and long-lasting sense of 

ethnic identity has allowed us to take a look into their world.  Drawing on 

studies of individual memory, collective memory, and trauma, as well as 

oral testimonies, this essay looks at how Kurdish refugees living in the 

Binghamton area formulated their collective and individual memories post-

conflict.  This paper describes the ways in which we gather information 

pertaining to Kurdish history through personal life stories, narratives, 

testimonies, and memories of the local Kurdish population.  Overall, this 

paper constructs a theme, stating that space and social life are crucial to the 

development and preservation of memory. 

* Dengȇ Kurda can be translated as “Voice of the Kurds.” 

 



2.8 
Vogel Castillo 

La 39: Origins, Development, and Evolution of a Salvadoran Gang 

 

This paper is an oral history of the origins, development, and evolution of a 

Salvadoran gang called la 39 (treinta-nueve in Spanish). Such groups, called 

maras in El Salvador, have over the past decade emerged into a subject of 

international interest, discussion, and concern. Yet no serious historical 

research on the maras has yet been attempted. Drawing upon eight oral 

history interviews with six active and non-active members of la 39, and two 

neighborhood residents with intimate or familial ties with the gang, this 

paper details critical events, processes, and actors instrumental in the 

formation and transformation of a group of adolescent and teenage friends 

of the late 1980s into a significant contributor to the development and 

evolution of the Salvadoran mara phenomenon. Detailing la 39’s life history 

shows the importance of often ignored or dismissed Salvadoran local actors 

and indigenous conditions in facilitating the adoption of foreign street gang 

identities and cultures from the streets of Los Angeles, California.  

 

Doing oral history interviews with informants on the margins of the law 

presented a number of ethical, moral, and safety issues. These will only be 

noted, not explored in any depth. Complementing the paper are brief multi-

media presentations that combine audio excerpts from selected oral history 

interviews with video and photo images of the neighborhood controlled by 

la 39 and with newspaper clippings relevant to the group, their 

neighborhood, or the mara phenomenon in general.  

 

 

5.3 

Yona R. Owens 

Using Oral History to Enhance Special Collections 

“Using Oral History to Enhance Special Collections” examines four 

projects completed between 2000 and 2012 by the North Carolina State 

University Libraries Special Collections Research Center (SCRC).  While 

all four online projects include oral histories, there are a variety of ways in 

how the projects accomplished, and continue to accomplish, their goals. 

Ways to uncover hidden stories locked in collections are suggested.  

Two of the projects originally came into existence as glass case exhibits 

featuring SCRC archives material. Current online presences were translated 

from the exhibits, the oral histories added to the websites. 

The third project took a “current events” approach in order to document the 

building of a research campus. Events suggested the interviewees.   

The fourth project was born digital and came to life during the years it took 

to process a donor’s papers and drawings. The donor, as well as payroll 

sheets and student grade books in the collection suggested who to interview.  

The projects’ websites demonstrate simple methods of oral history delivery. 

Reviewing the design aspects of the sites provide reminders of the plusses 

and minuses of site design, and that using oral histories to amplify hardcopy 

collections can be a challenge.  

The 20 minute presentation will include a 4 minute, oral history adaptation 

video describing “The Clarke Collection.”  

URLs for sites in the presentation are: 

 “A Diamond From Coal Country: Lee Smith” 

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/archivedexhibits/smith/   

 “Transforming Society: The GI Bill Experience at NC State” 

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/archivedexhibits/gibill/ 

 “NC Research Campus Archives” 

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/specialcollections/ncrca/index.php 

 “The Lewis Clarke Collection” 

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scrc/lewisclarke 

 “Lewis Clarke Collection” video 

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scrc/lewisclarke/support  

 

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/archivedexhibits/smith/
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/archivedexhibits/gibill/
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/specialcollections/ncrca/index.php
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scrc/lewisclarke
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scrc/lewisclarke/support


5.5 

Stephen Fagin 

The JFK Assassination Half-Century: The Problem with Eyewitnesses 

November 22, 2013, marks the 50th anniversary of the assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy.  Since opening in 1989, The Sixth Floor 

Museum at Dealey Plaza—located in the former Texas School Book 

Depository—has recorded more than 1,100 oral history interviews with 

individuals from around the world who remember the tragedy.   

Over the last half-century, assassination eyewitnesses have often changed 

their accounts slightly or dramatically—influenced by books and 

documentaries, eager to enhance the commercial marketability of their 

stories, or innocently misremembering minor details that are still important 

to an active community of assassination researchers.  Additionally, 

controversial “new” eyewitnesses have come forward after remaining silent 

for decades.  Drawing on several eyewitness oral histories, this presentation 

will explore examples of challenging testimonies that have prompted 

researchers to continually question what is known about the assassination.    

Among those highlighted will be an Elm Street spectator who, more than 

twenty years after the assassination, expanded her eyewitness account to 

include “a flash of light, a puff of smoke from the [grassy] knoll” during the 

shooting.  Another eyewitness, a Texas School Book Depository employee, 

told the Dallas Police Department in 1964 that she did not know co-worker 

Lee Harvey Oswald.  Interviewed by the museum in 2011, however, this 

employee detailed a complex story in which she not only rode the bus 

frequently with Lee Harvey Oswald but was propositioned by the alleged 

assassin.  

Oral histories such as these can be problematic and frustrating to 

researchers, now and especially in the future.  They also raise a series of 

important questions for the museum to contemplate.  Should oral historians 

ever challenge stories that differ from earlier testimony?  Should research 

transcripts include curatorial commentary?  How should the museum handle 

oral histories with provocative “new” eyewitnesses who waited decades 

before coming forward?   

 

6.2 

Peter T. Alter, Chicago History Museum  

Chicago Cold War Oral History Project 

In 2012, the Chicago History Museum, under the auspices of its Studs 

Terkel Center for Oral History, conducted the Chicago Cold War Oral 

History Project. This initiative focused on Chicagoans with significant Cold 

War experiences. Among the thirty narrators, project staff interviewed 

Adriana Portillo-Bartow, Rev. Dan Dale, and Michael McConnell regarding 

the Sanctuary Movement and their work and experiences in Central 

America during the 1980s.  

Adriana Portillo-Bartow was a Guatemalan refugee who came to the United 

States and eventually Chicago through the Sanctuary Movement. She 

worked with both McConnell and Dale. Her story, especially after arriving 

in the United States, is one of forthright and direct resistance to U.S. foreign 

policy, its support of the Guatemalan dictatorship in the 1980s, and the 

School of the Americas. Portillo-Bartow continues to lobby the Guatemalan 

government through the organization, Where are the Children, Guatemala.   

Dale and McConnell used the United Church of Christ (UCC) as an 

instrument to expose the plight of everyday people in Central America, 

focusing on Guatemala. The Guatemalan government, for example, 

disappeared six of Portillo-Bartow's family members. Dale and McConnell 

made Wellington Avenue UCC on Chicago's North Side a sanctuary site 

and a leader in the Movement. With people like Portillo-Bartow, Dale, 

McConnell, and others living and working in Chicago, the city became a 

focal point for the Sanctuary Movement and protest against the Reagan 

Administration's foreign policy.   

 



6.2 

Eric Rodrigo Meringer 

Hidden History of Liberation Theology and Nicaragua’s Indigenous 

Miskito Contra Rebels 

While liberation theology is synonymous with Nicaragua’s Sandinista 

Revolution, it is largely absent from the related narrative of Nicaragua’s 

indigenous Miskito rebellion and Indian rights movement. This is less a 

historiographical oversight as it is a consequence of Miskito identity politics 

in the 1980s. Not only was liberation theology present in history of the 

Miskito Indian movement that gained international renown as a 

consequence of its participation in the U.S. American-backed Contra War 

against the revolutionary Sandinistas, it was formative. Acknowledging the 

role of liberation theology in Miskito history, however, is to deny long-

standing assumptions about Miskito history and ethnic identity as pertaining 

to Protestant religiosity, Anglo affinity, and a presumed degree of self-

imposed cultural isolation vis-à-vis the Nicaraguan state and Hispanic 

culture in general. Consideration of liberation theology as a marginalized 

aspect of Miskito history consequently entails a reexamination of the 

complexities of Miskito identity politics and a readdressing of 

epistemological debates over constructed versus essentialist approaches to 

understanding indigenous group identity. This paper draws on oral histories 

of liberation theologians and Miskito Indians in presenting liberation 

theology among the Miskito as a history silenced by both the U.S. 

American-sponsored counterrevolution as well as a Miskito identity 

reformulated to conform to international expectations of indigeneity and 

historic Miskito-Anglo relations. The analysis presented here reinforces 

recent studies of Miskito ethnic identity by presenting self-conscious efforts 

of cultural revitalization as favoring “strategies, interests, and improvisation 

over the more static and homogenizing cultural tropes of rules, models and 

texts.”*  Additionally, by considering the international and regional 

advantage of promoting Moravian Protestantism over Catholicism, this 

essay further contributes to our understanding of strategic indigenous 

identity politics by considering Anglo affinity, a generally accepted Miskito 

cultural trait, as another element of a Miskito ethnic consciousness 

strategically constructed during the turbulent period of the 1980s Sandinista 

Revolution and Contra War. 

*Baron L. Pineda, Shipwrecked Identities: Navigating Race on Nicaragua’s 

Mosquito Coast (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 2006), 15. 

6.3 

Matthew Campbell, University of Houston 

Contested Narratives and Contested History: Slavery, Memory, and 

Legacies in post-Civil War America 

This paper will investigate how late nineteenth and early twentieth-century 

whites created an official story of African Americans in the post-Civil War 

era.  Many southern newspaper and print sources created an image of 

former slaves where they lived out their lives in happiness and peace, and 

often erased the realities that blacks faced while enslaved and at the turn of 

the century.  Using these accounts will show how whites used 

these  “official stories” to force blacks into fitting a false narrative and 

become actors in a collective memory of slavery. Using oral histories, 

including the WPA narratives and other popular culture, the paper will 

show how whites and blacks contested many aspects of former slave 

life.  In addition, African Americans began to challenge the accepted 

narrative that created many of the false stereotypes of the early twentieth 

century, as well as the society that misunderstood the true realities of 

slavery and the black fight for equality. 

 

6.4 

Roundtable: Campus Oral History Programs 

Abstract: What started at Columbia University as an experiment has 

evolved to an age where practically every state now has a campus with an 

oral history research center. In this roundtable discussion, five leaders of 

programs from around the country―California, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 

Texas, and Wisconsin—will come together to discuss the wide-ranging 

features of their work as university based programs.  Each presenter will 

offer brief remarks to provoke panel and audience discussion around key 

topics. 

Troy Reeves, Oral History Program at University of Wisconsin-Madison, 

will discuss two recent collaborations: a statewide effort to collect farm oral 

history, the other a local attempt to document a Madison neighborhood's 

residents. While these two efforts seem, on their face, completely different, 

Reeves will focus on their similarities to present challenges faced when 

collaborating with any group to do an oral history project. 



Mary Larson, Oklahoma Oral History Research Program at Oklahoma 

State University, will discuss OOHRP's experiences working with tribal 

organizations. Because issues of autonomy are so important in this context, 

Larson will address how projects have been developed with tribal groups to 

ensure that they have appropriate levels of control over the collection and 

archiving of their own materials.  

Jennifer Abraham Cramer, T. Harry Williams Center for Oral History at 

Louisiana State University, will reflect on the history of her oral history 

program since losing state funding in 2010. Cramer will explore their work 

to navigate administrative challenges to reestablish the program and will 

illustrate the importance of endowment funding and collaborative 

partnerships to the longevity of the Center during financial hardships. 

Teresa Barnett, Center for Oral History Research at UCLA, will address 

issues of confidentiality and liability in the digital age. What are we 

comfortable putting on the Web? To what extent is it our responsibility to 

protect interviewees from themselves? And, finally, to what extent has web 

access made for a more bland version of history with the controversies 

removed? 

Stephen Sloan, Institute for Oral History at Baylor University, will discuss 

the pitfalls and promises of conducting oral history research of a host 

university.  Drawing on the Institute’s effort to capture the recent history of 

Baylor University, Sloan will discuss various dynamics of such an effort, 

including issues of research design, access, confidentiality, and inreach.   

 

6.5 

Roberta Stout, Oral History Centre, University of Winnepeg 

Our presentation revisits a digital story project, kiskinohamâtôtâpânâsk: 

Inter-generational Effects on Professional First Nations Women Whose 

Mothers are Residential School Survivors, involving six Indigenous women 

in Winnipeg, Canada. As part of the digital storytelling process each of the 

women produced a short digital video reflecting on themes related to their 

emotional detachment from mothers or the reconnection with them; their 

complicated journeys into motherhood; the reconciliation of childhood and 

adulthood trauma as inter-generational survivors; the strength, 

determination and resilience transmitted through mothers to daughters; or 

the move towards spiritual healing for mothers, families and all community 

people who have been affected by the residential school legacy. 

 

After screening these short videos, the women will discuss how the process 

of digital storytelling can be a deeply meaningful and potentially 

therapeutic method for Indigenous peoples to collect and share their oral 

histories on residential schools. This will conclude with sharing 

nindibajimomin: Creating and Sharing Digital Stories about the Legacy and 

Experiences of Residential Schools, a guide created for Indigenous 

communities to explore the potential of the digital story process. 

 

6.6 

Lynne Simpson 

The impact of segregation on African Americans has had a persistently 

negative image in the African American psyche. But, when one looks 

deeper into what segregation also meant and could mean we find that pre-

integration African America had thriving businesses, challenging schools, 

and incredibly involved churches and civic organizations. These all-African 

American communities were vital, thriving centers of organization; it was 

out of this reality that the African American community movement was 

born in Oklahoma. More than 50 all-Black towns were founded in 

Oklahoma before the turn of the century. These African Americans rapidly 

moved from the economic disparity of slavery to own businesses, own land, 

and establish townships.   One of the most important of these all-African 

American community bastions was Boley.  

Since that time, integration has meant the almost entire dissolution of many 

of these towns. The Boley of today is almost unrecognizable in comparison 

to the Boley of 50 years ago. Nonetheless, Boley citizens maintain ongoing 

and pervasive ties to this community with many former citizens having 

either reestablished residences there or continuing to take part in the 

business of the town with an eye to reestablish it to its former prominence. 

The interview process has given these former residents an opportunity to 

reassess the both negative and positive aspects of segregated 

America.  And, it has given the listeners a more profound understanding of 

the impact of belonging culturally to a place and how that feeling positively 

influences those citizens. 



6.7 

Michael J. Hightower 

The 89er Trail: An Interpretive Walking Tour of Downtown Oklahoma City 

The 89er Trail Project, launched in March 2013, will commemorate the 

Land Run of April 22, 1889, when the Unassigned Lands of what became 

central Oklahoma were opened to non-Indian settlement. The centerpiece of 

the project is a self-guided walking tour of downtown Oklahoma City 

whose components include a brochure, maps, street signage, and an audio 

recording accessible by cell phone app. A history of Oklahoma City from its 

beginnings as a railroad depot in the 1880s through 1890 will be published 

in 2015. 

When the dust settled from the Run of ‘89, urban pioneers did their best to 

put the frontier behind them. Lots were surveyed, tents and ramshackle 

structures were replaced by brick buildings, and cultural amenities from the 

East were imported as sure-fire antidotes to frontier scarcity. Seemingly 

overnight, tangible evidence of the Run of ’89 was hard to come by. As the 

generations passed, it disappeared altogether beneath a skyline of glass and 

steel. A city that prides itself as “born grown” allowed the Run of ’89 to 

vanish without a trace. Little more than heroic statuary and marketing 

slogans survive as echoes of the Big Bang of Oklahoma history. 

Borrowing from models back East, the 89er Trail Project will illuminate 

Oklahoma’s urban frontier. As project historian, I rely on early-day 

newspapers, pioneer memoirs, oral histories available on tape and in typed 

transcriptions, and the Indian-Pioneer Papers that date back to the 1930s, 

when the Works Progress Administration deployed researchers to interview 

senior citizens. In Oklahoma, interviewees included urban settlers who 

participated in the final act of America’s westward expansion.  

These sources represent forms of oral history, and they reveal Oklahoma 

City in its infancy from the perspective of opinion leaders as well as 

ordinary people who risked everything to stake claims to a new life. 

 

6.8 

Sarah Eppler Janda, Cameron University 

Hippie Oklahoma: A Quest for Authenticity 

Along the banks of the South Canadian River on April 6, 1969 roughly two 

hundred people gathered for an unconventional Easter Sunday celebration 

which was well underway by the time the sun came up that morning. It 

started on the evening of April 5
th

 and went through the night, culminating 

with an eclectically religious sunrise service led by Oklahoma hippies, 

including a former Barry Goldwater Republican and son of a Nazarene 

minister.  The hippie movement, so quintessentially identified with Haight-

Ashbury and the Summer of Love, arrived late to Oklahoma. And when it 

arrived, young Oklahomans who embraced it did so within the context of 

their particular background and experiences. Indeed, the oral history of 

counter culture practitioners in Oklahoma reveals a hidden narrative, with 

both regional and national implications. An analysis of that experience 

yields a complicated and contradictory understanding of the role of religion 

as well as gender role expectations within the counter culture.  Blended 

religious expression among hippies brought together such diverse elements 

as the I-Ching, the Bible, and Indigenous peyote practices but they often did 

so within a framework of Western Christianity. Moreover, a remarkable 

degree of conservatism characterized some aspects of male-female 

relationships, yet did so paradoxically, within a wider context of a 

fundamentally liberal challenge to the status quo. This in turn complicated 

both national hippiedom and gender role dynamics by introducing 

competing imagery that simultaneously included conservative and liberal 

impulses. Ultimately, a quest for authenticity in both spirituality and 

relationships characterized the Oklahoma hippie experience in the great mid 

twentieth century counter culture experiment. 

 

8.1 

Yu Zhang, Facheng Lei, Liyun Hu, Guodong Jiang 

Unveiling the Walking Horse Culture in the Hexi Corridor 

The Tianzhu Tibetan Autonomous County, Gansu Province, China was the 

gateway to the Hexi Corridor, the hub of the Silk Road. The Chakouyi 

(Fork Stage) horse well-known for its flying pace* (a.k.a “walking horse” ) 

is an excellent local breed, whose high-spirited gait was captured by the 

Galloping Bronze Horse statue and known to the world, as the symbol of 



China’s tourism. Over a long historical period factors including ethnic 

customs, trade and business, politics and military affairs have formed a rich 

walking horse culture of breeding, training, trading, and racing. However, 

because traditionally the related knowledge and stories relied heavily on 

oral transmission, the literature on this subject is acutely lacking 

 In 2012 the teachers and students from Tianzhu No. 1 High School started 

synthesizing the connotations and changes of the walking horse culture 

from the oral narratives of ordinary folks, to learn more about the human 

ecology in the northwestern highland. Through the study, we found that due 

to the politics, economic, and social changes since mid 20thcentury in 

China, the walking horse culture has changed greatly in the past six 

decades, and is currently faced with both crisis and opportunities. A revival 

of this culture would need collaborative efforts top-down and bottom-up.  

* A flying pace is a two-beat lateral gait with a moment of suspension 

between footfalls; each side has both feet land almost simultaneously (left 

hind and left front, suspension, right hind and right front). It is meant to be 

performed by well-trained and balanced horses with skilled riders. 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_horse) 

 

8.3 

Jaycie Vos, SOHP, University of North Carolina 

The Development of Shared Metadata Standards for Use in Oral History 

Collections  

Oral history formally emerged as a field of study in 1948 and continues to 

expand through the present. Oral histories are primary sources with a focus 

on audio recordings of interviews, and many archives hold and provide 

public access to oral history collections. Because they present unique 

characteristics as archival objects, archival standards do not easily apply to 

oral history collections, and, despite the urges of those in the field, there are 

no widely implemented up-to-date cataloging standards. Specifically, there 

is a lack in metadata content standards, leaving each collection to its own 

practices and procedures. The author analyzed content of existing 

documents to explore how archivists and librarians use metadata and 

archival description to describe oral history collections containing both 

analog and digital materials. The findings related to locally implemented 

metadata standards were used to develop a metadata content standard 

that can be applied to oral history collections broadly. 

 

8.3 
Allison Tracy 

Oral History and Institutional Archives: Considerations for oral history 

collections deposited in archives independent of their program or project 

The Stanford Historical Society (SHS) reinvigorated its oral history efforts 

in 2006, partnering with the Stanford University Archives (SUA), who 

serves as the repository for the interviews. For SHS, there are many benefits 

of the partnership. By being able to rely on the numerous archival resources 

and expertise SUA has to offer, SHS can focus its own efforts on producing 

quality oral history interviews. Further, SUA benefits by being able to count 

SHS’s oral histories among its many materials on Stanford University. 

SUA has recently begun to shift to a digital-access model, with much of its 

material available to the general public (rather than just those with a 

Stanford affiliation or those who have gone through a registration process). 

With some exceptions, SHS’s oral history materials (transcripts and audio) 

will be accessible exclusively online. SHS has embraced online availability, 

though it has had many implications for SHS’s oral history efforts. Indeed, 

the questions SHS has faced in making its collection available online mirror 

those questions oral history projects and programs across the world have 

asked themselves in regards to digital access. 

There have been many challenges, including updating releases and informed 

consent processes to ensure SHS can legally and ethically make its material 

available online. SHS and SUA have also had lengthy conversations about 

editing and embargoing procedures in the face of digital access, and no 

clear answers have yet been reached. Further, the varying computer literacy 

of those interested in the oral history interviews has been a developing 

issue. Finally, how SHS produces and supplies meta-data and descriptive 

information for the interviews to SUA, and how SUA makes use of this 

information, reflects the ongoing challenge all archivists’ face when 

archiving oral history. 

The partnership between SHS and SUA has been productive and successful. 

SHS adds rich information to Stanford’s historical record, and SUA 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_horse


preserves these materials while making them available to a wide audience. 

To remain successful, each much stay engaged in a dynamic and informed 

dialogue as each program grows, as new opportunities are presented, and as 

new challenges arise. 

 

8.3 
Krista White, Rutgers University – Newark 

We Cannot See All Ends: Privacy and IRB Oversight for Protection and 

Preservation in the Collection of Oral Histories 

Institutional Review Board oversight for oral histories has been contested 

for many years. Recent oral history trends and the need to preserve 

interviews may recommend a change in favor of closer working 

relationships with IRBs. 

The confluence of digital technology, the use of social media, and the 

increasing desire to include socially disadvantaged groups in oral history 

projects requires such change. When scholars share oral histories on the 

internet, there is potential for social, legal and economic harm from parties 

interested in abusing the personally identifiable information of interview 

subjects.  

As potential repositories for oral history collections, libraries and archives 

may be reluctant to steward newer oral histories created without IRB 

oversight. Library and Archival Sciences requires IRB oversight in their 

research practices. The sharing of subjects’ personally identifiable 

information may concern librarians and archivists the most and may result 

in unnecessary conflict that undermine oral history’s mandate to preserve 

materials.  

The best practices of the Oral History association consistently strive for 

respect and informed consent in regard to interview subjects’ rights. This 

paper analyzes the Oral History Association’s guidelines and best practices 

and the American Library Association Policy Manual according to the basic 

ethical principles of respect for persons, beneficence and justice laid out in 

the Belmont Report for the protection of human subjects. This analysis 

provides a framework for discussion between oral historians and librarians. 

Mutual understanding of privacy issues and oral history methodology will 

turn librarians can be powerful allies in preventing inappropriate application 

of IRB regulations to oral history projects and help foster change in local 

application of IRB oversight for oral history practice.  

 

8.4 

John Yackulics 

The purpose of this paper is to examine information behavior as it relates to 

oral history. For purposes of this paper, information behavior is defined as 

specific behaviors undertaken by the oral historian during the oral history 

interview, and is supplemented with insights from other disciplines. The 

paper also touches upon information behavior displayed by the interviewee. 

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section examines 

interviewing and oral communication as an information behavior, and how 

information obtained in this way differs from information preserved in a 

written format. The second section discusses the Oral History Association's 

Principles and Best Practices and how that may influence information 

behavior, while the third and final section examines how transcription and 

further processing may influence the information behavior, and ultimately 

the final shape of the interview that is produced.  

 

8.5 

Laura Ostteen 

The city of Dallas has always desired the prestige of calling itself a forward-

thinking city. Over the last several years we have seen the upheaval of 

vacant downtown lots turn to beautiful, brand new parks, a lowering rate of 

crime and initiatives that bring corporations and local artists together to 

create a distinguished city that stands on its own two feet. The past two 

years I have dedicated myself to speaking with people across the board in 

society’s elaborate spectrum, through the means of utilizing oral histories. I 

have a strong desire to speak on behalf of a part of Dallas that some of us 

have chosen to forget, or in fact, most of us are oblivious to: a community 

that was never afforded the luxury you see in other areas of the city: West 

Dallas. 

 



8.6 
J. Michael Ferguson, University of North Texas 

Air America : The Untold Story 

Secretly owned by the CIA, Air America operated as a civilian airline in the 

hazardous conditions of war-torn Laos during the Second Indochina War. 

The CIA relied heavily on Air America in its attempt to keep Laos from 

being taken over by communist forces, while maintaining the international 

façade of Laotian neutrality. While Air America is often described as the 

“CIA’s secret airline,” one could argue that in war-torn Laos, Air America 

often acted more as the CIA’s paramilitary air force rather than as a 

standard airline. Air America’s civilian pilots performed many of the tasks 

that military pilots executed across the border in Vietnam, such as search 

and rescue, troop transport, medevac, reconnaissance, and even combat 

missions.  

In perusing oral histories of Air America veterans, the fondness with which 

they remember their time working for the company becomes very evident. 

This sentiment can be heard over and over again from pilots like William 

Utterback, who described his years with Air America as “the happiest time 

in my life.” As the CIA’s paramilitary air force, their lives were at risk 

every day. And yet many of these pilots state that they wish they were still 

there, flying in the dangerous terrain of Laos. This is hardly a statement you 

would expect to hear from a military pilot who fought next door in 

Vietnam. And yet, despite the fact that Air America often played the same 

sort of role in Laos that a military pilot might perform in Vietnam, the 

experience was somehow different, or at least it was perceived differently 

by the Air America pilots, to the extent that some express disappointment 

with the war’s end. This paper explores and attempts to understand these 

pilots’ unusual sentiments by letting them explain their nostalgia in their 

own words. 

 

8.7 

Marcella De Veaux, California State University, Northridge 

Hidden Stories of America’s Great Migration  

For several decades in the 20
th

 Century, millions of African Americans 

migrated from the American South to the industrialized cities in the North -- 

representing one of the largest internal migrations in North America. 

Known by historians as The Great Migration, this movement has had an 

economic and sociological impact on every facet of American life that 

continues to be felt into the 21
st
 century.  

This presentation originates from an ongoing research project that creates 

oral histories by African Americans who lived the mass migration 

experience. Through the recorded voices of African Americans who fled 

economic impoverishment, racial segregation, and state-sponsored 

oppression in the southern United States, this presentation portrays one of 

the most undocumented and underreported phenomena in America’s 

history. 

Indeed, on the occasions when the history of American migration is told, 

focus is predominantly placed on states in the Midwest and West regions of 

the country. However, tales of The Great Migration by African Americans 

into the New England States—Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 

New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine — are mostly untold. Attendees will 

hear the digitally recorded voices of African Americans who tell their own 

story of migration from North and South Carolina into the New England 

states.  

The creation of oral histories allows for those hidden stories that have 

remained in the margins of society to come forth. Recording stories as oral 

histories allows those who lived the experience to document their stories 

unfiltered and without interpretation. In that respect, an oral history creates 

a more equitable environment that can unearth those hidden stories.  

 

8.7 
Samuel Byndom 

Fired UP: Desegregation of the St. Louis Fire Department 

St. Louis, Missouri has famously been coined the “Gateway City” and is 

noted for its role in the social milieu of the 20
th

 century. However, the 

turmoil of the city fire department has not been fully examined. The 

purpose of this research paper aims to explore the experiences of 

firefighters from 1950-1988 as they attempted to integrate the St. Louis Fire 

Department. “Fired UP: Desegregation of the St. Louis Fire Department” 

exposes the realities that these courageous city servants endured while 

attempting to serve and protect their neighborhoods and communities. The 



narratives captured in this paper are acquired from veteran firefighters who 

severed 25 years or more with the St. Louis Fire Department, while 

simultaneously striving for equality and the ability to earn recognition 

commensurate with their time and commitment to the department. This 

paper focuses on three major phases: (A) the initial integration of the St. 

Louis Fire Department from 1950-1961; (B) the struggle for equality from 

1962-1978; and,  (C) policy changes in the Gateway City from 1979-1988. 

Ultimately, this research attempts to prompt new dialogue regarding 

desegregation efforts of the St. Louis Fire Department during the 1960’s 

and 1970s while illuminating the voices of these unsung heroes.   

 

8.9 

The American Folklife Center’s Occupation Folklore Project: Adventures 

of Designing and Implementing a National Online Digital Documentation 

Project at the Library of Congress 

This joint presentation highlights the Occupational Folklore Project (OFP; 

originally entitled America Works), a multi-year documentation initiative 

that seeks to capture a portrait of contemporary work and workers through 

oral history interviews with workers across the United States. What makes 

the OFP unique is the application of an innovative easy-to-use online digital 

technology, specially designed by Library of Congress staff, that facilitates 

the submission and processing of ethnographic materials from 

geographically-dispersed fieldworkers in a central searchable database.  

After several years of in-house development, OFP is currently being beta-

tested by colleagues at numerous sites across the United States. The results 

are most promising. To date, almost 300 fully-cataloged oral history 

interviews documenting scores of diverse occupations have been submitted 

and smoothly integrated into the American Folklife Center’s archive.   

This presentation reviews history of the OFP, discusses the challenges we 

faced in designing a rigorous yet flexible intake system, and introduces the 

protocols we developed for collecting and processing digital information via 

online and cloud-based submissions. We will also address issues such as 

transferring and long-term storage of digital files and our plans for making 

the collected materials available to researchers.  

The presentation will include a walk-through demonstration of the OFP’s 

versatile online metadata form and “testimonials” from OHA plenary 

session speakers Tanya Finchum and Juliana Nykolaiszyn, whose 

Oklahoma Circus Project served as a primary beta-testing site for the OFP.  

They will report on their experiences with the OFP, its applications, and its 

implications for fieldworkers.   

Through the OFP, the American Folklife Center is working to “address the 

silences” and diversify our national narrative by developing an easy-to-use, 

flexible, and inexpensive collection tool.  Although the current wizard-

guided metadata form is specifically designed to collect only occupational 

oral histories, the powerful underlying program can be easily repurposed for 

the collection and processing of other oral history topics.   

Presenters: Nancy Groce, Senior Folklife Specialist, Library of Congress 

Bert Lyons, Digital Assets Manager & Folklife Specialist, Library of 

Congress 

 

9.2 
Uncovering Hidden Stories: The How, What and Why of Oral History 

Publishing 

Panel discussion and audience Q&A. Nancy Toff, Chris Chappell and Mimi 

Lok will engage in a lively, wide-ranging conversation that attempts to 

address some of the essential questions of oral history publishing, and its 

role in uncovering hidden stories and challenging popular notions: 

- How do publishers find/choose new book projects? What editors are 

looking for (criteria in relation to educational/human rights mission, values 

and areas of interest), finding the right project, finding the right author, etc 

- What does it take to publish an oral history book? Getting a proposal 

accepted, working with editors and bringing a manuscript to publication; the 

risks, challenges and rewards of publishing an oral history title. 

- Why oral history publishing? Its role in amplifying hidden stories and 

impacting social change; the role and value of the oral history book as a 

medium in this age of digital multi-media; oral history’s relationship with 

general audiences; the economic realities of oral history publishing. 



Participants:  

Nancy Toff, Vice President & Executive Editor, Oxford University Press 

Chris Chappell, Senior Editor, Palgrave MacMillan 

Mimi Lok, Executive Editor & Executive Director, Voice of Witness 

 

9.3 

Roundtable Discussion: Crafting the Core: Whose Voice Matters? Yours! 

Do you participate in the creation of oral-history interviews? Do you have 

interviews in your care/possession? Are you, as a researcher, interested in 

ways to discover interview content? Or, do you believe that a person’s story 

is worth sharing and that the world could be improved if more people paid 

attention to individual experience?  If ANY of the above resonates, then 

your voice matters to this session. 

As people who care about oral history, we must bridge the artificial 

boundaries that separate us as practitioners. The purpose of this session is to 

1) bring together diverse individuals who represent the myriad perspectives 

surrounding oral history and 2) draw people into discussion about making 

oral history prevalent in and pertinent to our frameworks for sharing 

information. An oral history will be heard only if its existence is known, its 

content is described, it is available, and it exists in a format that can be 

used. The tools we employ to fulfill that lifecycle (search engines, 

databases, catalogs, digital storage) require information about the interview. 

This begs the question: What will that information be? What is important 

to know?  

Inspired by original work from Nancy MacKay, roundtable participants 

(Natalie Milbrodt, Lauren Kata, Cyns Nelson) already have engaged 

regional groups in collaborative brainstorming about core metadata specific 

to oral history, asking these types of questions: What must we know about a 

person to understand his/her story? What must we know about the setting of 

an interview? What of the relationship between interviewer and narrator? 

Reports from regional gatherings will be part of this session; the better part 

will be a call-to-action that puts a chisel in your hand and requests that you 

get to work, helping us craft the core. (P.S. This is the beginning of a 

movement.) 

 

9.4 

Marica Šapro-Ficović, Public Library Dubrovnik, Dubrovnik, Croatia 

Oral history shows vibrant life in libraries under war conditions in Croatia 

1991-1995. 

The purpose of this research is to explore on the basis of oral history the life 

and work of libraries, librarians and users in cities that were under siege 

during the Homeland war in Croatia 1991-1995. Ten cities under siege 

throughout the country, involving 14 libraries, were included in this study. 

Interviewed were 50 librarians and 17 users from those cities, witnesses of 

that time -  they provided records of oral history about their recollection of 

the events and library services and use under siege. Interviews were 

structured, tape recorded, and then transcribed for analysis. Altogether, 

there were some 54 hours of interviews, with some 435,000 words when 

transcribed. Results show that libraries were constantly working and that 

they were the only cultural institutions that were fully functioning in their 

communities at the time. Most librarians stayed in their communities and 

worked in libraries for a variety of reasons: job security - not to lose their 

job, professional obligation, feeling of duty, pride, and sense of resistance. 

The number of users increased during the siege, as did the borrowing of 

books. Many statements are dramatic instances of the lives of ordinary 

people. Included are examples of soldiers who were carrying library books 

to battlefields, mothers who have read and reread, after the loss of children, 

and librarians behavior under hazardous conditions. A number of tragic 

instances were reported – loss of colleagues, children of colleagues, friends, 

neighbors, as were miraculous instances of staying alive when bombs and 

grenades hit nearby. Through testimony of librarians and library users, 

through examples of continuing services under dire circumstances libraries 

proved their value to their community. Among others, the study contributed 

evidence about the social role and value of libraries. Methods with 

extensive examples and quotes from results are presented in the paper. 

 

9.4 

Hannah Schmidl, Arizona State University Public History 

This presentation discusses the importance of the contributions of individual 

Egyptians to the 2011 Egyptian Revolution which brought down Hosni 

Mubarak’s 30-year regime through widespread collective protest. Oral 

interviews conducted in the summer of 2012 highlight the ways in which 



individual narratives personalize the meta-narrative of the Revolution.  The 

interviews illuminate a very particular moment in time in the summer of 

2012 which was hopeful for the future of the country while also not falling 

into naiveté. By framing the 2011 Revolution as an ongoing historical 

process, these interviews can be understood as representing a distinct 

moment in the narrative of the Revolution which is still unfolding today. 

Given the unfinished nature of the Revolution, these interviews are explored 

as a unique chapter in the history of the Revolution. Audio clips from the 

interviews will accompany the presentation. 

 

9.4 

Indira Skoric 

Muslim Survivors of Sexual Violence and Memory (After the War in 

Yugoslavia) 

The life stories of nine Muslim women—Bosniaks and Kosovars—

survivors of sexual violence who became advocates provide a greater 

understanding of how these women have moved from victims to survivors 

as adult learners. For many international advocates and scholars, the legacy 

of these survivors is a legal victory.  This research illuminates how 

advocacy can be a tool for genuine learning and historical justice that 

establishes formidable linkages between survivors and state and 

international actors. Official recognition of the heinous crimes raped 

women had suffered is an important element in the support of survivors of 

rape in war. Rape became a trauma that was dealt with as a community 

issue and was no longer silenced or treated as a taboo. 

So far, this dissertation is the only oral history study with women survivors 

that looks at the impact of advocacy by women-led groups. Being an 

insider-outsider influenced how I framed my data instrument and, in 

addition, to understating of cultural setting.  Prior to conducting this oral 

history study, I had assumed that rape and trauma were “trigger” events in 

survivors’ learning.  In fact that’s what the literature on trauma suggests by 

making a sharp distinction between victimhood and survivors. 

I want to move away from the pathological into understanding the process 

that has portrayed these women.  The study participants were asked to tell 

their life stories, focusing on their learning, life experiences, and explaining 

the carnival of cultures for women as they experienced it—various roles in 

their life stories, jokes, laughter, the sense of belonging to a group, 

membership in an organization, and building trust—among other themes.  

Oral historians (Losi, Passerini, 2001) who have done similar work point  to 

an “impulse of solidarity”, “the effort to use one's knowledge in a way 

which is not only academic” (Passerini, 2001) to engage in working with 

the memories of Kosovars after Serbian aggression.  In their work these 

researches indentified many problems “to conceptualize who the subject are 

that give rise to the inter-subjectivity experience” of the oral history 

interview in this situation.  My participants made it clear that our encounter 

was based on their understating of my active and emotional role as an 

advocate for women who survived sexual violence.   

 

9.5 

W. Michael Ashcraft, Truman State University 

The Study of New Religious Movements: Contrasting Narratives from 

Contrasting Sources 

 

This paper examines the reasons why scholars have studied New Religious 

Movements (NRMs).  I interviewed nearly one hundred NRM 

scholars.  The oldest generation, who first began to study NRMs in the 

1970s and 1980s, typically discovered NRMs by chance, and seeing these 

religious groups as fruitful research topics, pursued them.  They also felt 

that NRMs, condemned by both the general public and various professions, 

deserved the same freedom of expression in the public arena as more 

established religions.  Some of the younger generation of NRM scholars 

also chanced upon NRMs, while others had prior contact with an NRM 

before embarking on their scholarly careers.  They all shared a willingness 

to see NRMs as legitimate religions, no matter how marginal they were.  

 

9.6 

Aurelio Saldana 

Officially “Othered” at the School 

Pedagogical approaches in the early decades of the twentieth century 

followed Progressive Era ideology which found at its center the promotion 

of an American cultural ideal.  Children, it was promoted, should be 

instructed in the American way so as to weed out unwanted cultural 

expressions while reproducing this preconceived American ideal notion. 



Problem was that not all children were fit to become “ideal” Americans.  In 

order to shed light on this historical account the research endeavor will look 

at several issues centering on the topic of the educational experiences of 

Mexican-origin children in the US-Mexico borderland and beyond. First, 

oral histories from former students at US-Mexico borderland public schools 

are examined in an effort to elucidate the Americanization efforts promoted 

by the education systems in the early to mid 20th century; and second an 

analysis of the experiences of these students using John Dewey's and Homi 

K. Bhabha's theoretical frameworks will be presented. Utilizing pedagogical 

theory based on the frameworks brought forth by John Dewey will provide 

a framework from where the educational experience in the schools can be 

analyzed. John Dewey's critical perspective on education discussed, for 

instance, the inherent flaws in curriculum-centered approaches in schools 

which focused too much on the subject matter to be taught. Homi K. 

Bhabha's concept of the "Third Space" provides a strong framework from 

where to analyze groups undergoing a shift in cultural expression. Ethnic 

Mexicans residing in the US, especially in an era of rampant 

Americanization, are a prime example of such a group. 

 

9.6 

Marla A. Ramirez, UC Santa Barbara 

Historian Vicky Ruiz estimates that during 1931-34 approximately one-

third of the Mexicans in the United States were repatriated (1998). 

Balderrama and Rodríguez (1995) collected statistics from both U.S. and 

Mexican governmental agencies estimating that during the decade of the 

1930s, repatriations accounted for one-and-a half million Mexicans; a 

startling sixty percent were U.S. citizen children. This paper examines this 

era’s troubling immigration policies to better understand the prolonged 

consequences of immigration policy on “repatriates,” and their descendants. 

Repatriated U.S. citizens who eventually returned often brought their 

Mexican born children with them. Nonetheless, their children and later their 

grandchildren did not always inherit the parent’s U.S. citizenship.  

I pay close attention to the historical moment of banishment of U.S. citizens 

of Mexican descent to foreground the difference between repatriation 

(which implies that the person is not a citizen of a given country) and 

banishment (referring to citizens who are banned from their home country).  

This discursive difference highlights the systematic racial exclusionist 

policies. The oral histories conducted, paired with archival research, and 

legal analyses provide much needed information about prolonged 

ramifications.  

This paper focuses on the Rodríguez Molina family divided in residence 

between California and Mexico.  Participant interviews discussed here 

include the son, daughter-in-law, and grandson of a now deceased U.S. 

citizen, Trinidad Rodríguez, banished as a five year-old in 1922 from 

Redlands, California.  Today, Trinidad’s son Refugio Molina and his wife 

Carmela Molina have returned to the United States as “tourists” with 

temporary visas.  Trinidad’s grandson, Jesús Molina, entered the U.S. as an 

undocumented immigrant.  Their stories, all make the claim to legal status 

through Trinidad’s U.S. citizenship. Ultimately, the oral histories of the 

early twentieth century banishments and legal ramifications on later 

generations of Mexican immigrants, coupled with their struggles to belong 

in their ancestor’s homeland constructs generations of illegality contested. 

 

11.1 

Roundtable: Visualizing Sound: Building New Ways to Interact with Oral 

History 

Panelists: 

Seth Kotch, Southern Oral History Program, University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill  

Pamella Lach, Digital Innovation Lab, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Elizabeth Lundeen, Department of History, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Jessica Wilkerson, Department of History, University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Our roundtable will demonstrate “Mapping the Long Women’s Movement,” 

a digital oral history project that uses the DH Press platform to integrate 

multimedia into a map environment to suggest a new way of experiencing 

oral histories. 

DH Press is a flexible, repurposable, extensible digital humanities toolkit 

designed for non-technical users. It enables administrative users to mashup 

and visualize a variety of digitized humanities-related material, including 



historical maps, images, manuscripts, and multimedia content. DH Press 

create a range of digital projects, from virtual walking tours and interactive 

exhibits, to classroom teaching tools and community repositories. 

WordPress’s plugin architecture allows for open and unlimited 

enhancement of features and functionalities. The underlying database 

allows admin users to create structured data to facilitate search and browse 

tasks. The tool supports photographs, video, and audio and user-generated 

content.  

The DH Press pilot project, “Mapping the Long Women’s Movement” 

began in eastern Tennessee, where we conducted interviews with dozens of 

grassroots activists, labor organizers, and others. Their work was deeply 

inflected by space and place. These activists created new spaces where none 

existed; forged connections between communities; and sometimes labored 

in the absence of an organizing tradition or an activist network. 

Our roundtable will describe the work we did to take those recordings and 

transcripts from eastern Tennessee to an interactive map that allows users to 

explore the region through story. We hope it suggests to oral historians and 

other scholars one way of moving from being producers of sources for 

future analysis to producers of sustainable scholarly products that are ripe 

for integration with library interfaces, enhanced e-books, and other types of 

digital scholarship. 

11.2 

Roundtable: The Changing Face of the American Hero: Using Oral History 

to Engage Students in the Discovery of Hidden Stories and Contested 

Truths 

Throughout American history, acts of military heroism have been recorded 

during all wars and conflicts.  In recent times, however, the individuals 

performing such acts of heroism have changed.  Females and persons of 

color now serve in positions of combat leadership--a significant 

demographic shift creating a fundamental change in the composition of our 

newest American heroes.  

The research conducted by Lanman and Wendling on behalf of the 

Distinguished Flying Cross Society documented this sociological transition.  

From 130 oral history interviews, a unique theme emerged: “The Changing 

Face of the American Hero.”  Along with a book publication and 

documentary film pilot, this thematic focus became an ideal fit with the 

current need from schools and universities to provide curricula related to the 

military’s impact on families and the desire to publically recognize 

individual and collective heroism.   

Part One of the session will focus on the content of the theme along with the 

“lessons learned” from interviewing unique individuals ranging from a 

kamikaze pilot, E. Yul Yoon, who became a U.S. hero, to Col. Charles 

McGee, a Tuskegee Airman, to Colonel Kim Campbell and Captain 

Armando Espinoza who demonstrated heroism in Iraq.  The depth and 

richness of these accounts will be seen in a short documentary pilot hosted 

by actor Gary Sinese. 

Part Two of the session will be an interactive seminar discussing creative 

educational strategies to explore concepts, ideas and suggestions relating to 

curricula supporting the session theme.  Examples of discussion threads are: 

What it means to be a “hero,” teaching the “what” and the “so what” of 

history, and the integration of Common Core mandates as they relate to the 

hidden stories and varying interpretations of the accounts presented.  The 

seminar will conclude with the development of a media network to support 

the continuation of this dialogue.   

Members of the panel:  Dr. Erin McCarthy – Session Chair, Dr. Laura M. 

Wendling – Presenter, Dr. Barry A. Lanman – Presenter and Alan Stein – 

Seminar Leader 

11.4 

Molly Graham 

Continuing the Mission: Measuring Cultural Shifts in How Soldiers 

Navigate War and Memory 

Oral histories capture the difference in attitudes and experiences between 

veterans of all wars and conflicts.  Examining the accounts of World War II 

veterans and veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan War, reveals distinctions 

in generations, combat and memory fragility.  An important difference to 

explore, however, is why the oral history interview is often the first time 

World War II veterans are sharing their experiences and how that affects 

their story and their ability to tell it.  Not only does the oral history 

interview capture the individual stories, revealing the various reasons for 

enlisting and detailing home front support, the interviews are beginning to 

measure a cultural shift in how soldiers navigate their war experience and 

the retelling of it.   



There are differences in World War II veterans’ accounts compared to Iraq 

and Afghanistan veterans that are due not just to differences in time, 

societal attitudes and purpose in combat, but instead can be attributed to 

what they did with the story of their experience when they returned home.  

The majority of World War II veterans I interviewed were telling me their 

story or parts of their story for the very first time.  In interviews with WWII 

veterans, it’s harder to extract the feelings associated with the events they 

participated in and that we’re discussing because going to World War II 

often meant having to suppress your feelings about it.  This contributes to 

how veterans are able to remember and the comfort level they feel in 

retelling their experiences with a stranger.   

11.5 

Gloria Lopez California State University, Fullerton  

The Politics of Memory: Remembering the Holocaust 

Oral histories provide a human element and a voice of the lived experience 

to one of the most secretive and violent moments in history, the Jewish 

Holocaust. In some cases oral histories can also provide insight into often-

overlooked experiences or they can be the much-needed dissenting voices 

that put into context the standard narrative. Accordingly, this paper 

discusses how Bulgaria, a nation closely allied to the Nazi government, was 

able to protect its Jewish citizens from perishing in the Final Solution. 

Given that this paper is largely informed by an oral history with Rabbi 

Haim Asa, a Bulgarian Jewish Holocaust survivor, gives us the opportunity 

to explore  how and why the Bulgarian Jews were able to survive. 

While the oral history with Rabbi Asa was conducted for the purpose of 

gathering information regarding migration experiences from Europe to 

California during and after World War II, we have come across a hidden 

story. Rabbi Asa’s father is one of the unsung heroes in the Bulgarian story 

of survival. Given his experiences as a child, Rabbi Asa challenges us to 

question why the Holocaust is remembered in the United States the way that 

it is. The Holocaust narrative that we are presented today at the United 

States Holocaust Memorial Museum and at numerous other historical sites 

and museums nationwide tell us about the death and destruction of six 

million Jews during World War II. Therefore, this paper also explores the 

politics of memory in the United States and our historical consciousness of 

the Holocaust. 

 

11.5 

Rodolfo Ugelstad 

The Language Barrier: Challenges and Barriers of Having an Accent after 

World War II 

“The Language Barrier: Challenges and Barriers of Having an Accent after 

World War II” focuses on the role of language in the identity formation and 

daily lives of immigrants arriving from Europe to the United States. After 

World War II concluded, many immigrants found themselves with the 

dilemma of leaving their nationality and native language behind as it 

presented a horrific reminder of what had occurred during the war. Still 

others could not let go of their cultural ties to the native country in which 

they had once thrived.  Through firsthand interview accounts, this paper 

focuses on the experiences of British and German immigrants coming to the 

United States after World War II.  As this paper shows, those speaking the 

language of the winners of World War II were welcomed; even working-

class British accents became vehicles for social mobility for British 

immigrants in postwar California.  At the same time, those who spoke the 

language of the perpetrators faced challenges.  Ironically, speaking German, 

or having a German accent, backfired for both the perpetrators and the 

victims of World War II.  German Jewish Holocaust survivors, along with 

non-Jewish Germans, both faced slurs from fellow Californians, leading 

them to hide their accents as much as possible and expediting their 

assimilation. The interviews not only give detailed accounts of the narrators' 

lives, but also an insightful look at their pride, fears, concerns, regrets, and 

their complex relationships to languages of their place of birth. 

 

11.5 
Jennifer Keil 

European Women on the Home Front 

In “European Women on the Home Front,” Jennifer Keil draws from oral 

histories conducted with French and German women. She looks at the way 

female European WWII migrants perceived and were shaped by notions of 

domesticity with postwar US consumer society. Typically, wartime 

experiences have been expressed as battlefield memories. Yet, there was 

another “home front” that women faced during World War II. Food 

shortages, housing foreign soldiers in their own homes, and being 

vulnerable to air raids transformed women’s lives. Females were expected 



to maintain their gender roles of cooking, cleaning, and childcare despite 

the wartime conditions. Many women accepted their position in the private 

sphere and embraced the homemaking ideology. Nazi Germany developed 

mothering courses and Vichy France made home economic courses legally 

mandated. After the war, traditional roles were supposed to remain 

unquestioned. California, seen as a land of abundance and opportunity, 

ultimately reinforced gender-specific roles that people once learned as 

children. Preserving traditional meals and passing these traditions on to 

their children was a way of keeping their culture. European women 

typically acquired their first appliances in America. The mechanisms of 

“liberation” such as appliances were disguised as time-saving devices for 

domestic duties. Yet, as this paper demonstrates, these objects reaffirmed 

old ideologies and increased the workload capability of women. 

 

11.6  

A.R. Lopez  

Finding the Flexible Hybridity of the Original Rainbow Coalition of 

Chicago through Oral Histories 

The Original Rainbow Coalition was a revolutionary alliance established in 

Chicago in early 1969 by the Illinois Chapter of the Black Panther Party, 

the Young Lords Organization, and the Young Patriots. The alliance 

connected one of the largest Black Panther chapters in the country with its 

headquarters in the heart of North Lawndale, to militant organizations in 

other outcast communities of the city. In Uptown, the Young Patriots were 

rooted in almost a decade of grassroots efforts that aimed to organize poor 

people in a community that featured a large population of southern whites 

who migrated to Chicago. And in Lincoln Park, the Young Lords had 

evolved from a street organization involved in the ethnic conflicts of the 

neighborhood to a political organization that defended against the blatant 

removal of the working-class Puerto Rican residents from the area.  

Witnessing harsh realities of poverty, police terror, and displacement, the 

Young Patriots and Young Lords were the first to embrace the Panther’s 

politics of working-class solidarity and community service. 

Contrary to most research that focuses on the Original Rainbow Coalition as 

a “multi-racial” alliance, this paper draws from oral histories with ORC 

activists to unveil that the alliance introduced a flexible hybridity that 

undermined racial politics in Chicago.  Significantly, evidence of this 

oppositional politics is severely hindered by the limitations of historical 

archives but seeps through the oral histories of those who challenged 

cultural nationalisms to form the Original Rainbow Coalition. 

 

11.6 

Melvin Lewis 

Living in English Community and Going to School/Work in Multilingual 

World  

The working class communities of Chicago, during the 1950s -1970s met in 

the factories and school hallways.  While housing patterns were often 

segregated, the workroom floor and dances were not.  In union and non-

union machine shops and meatpacking houses, working conditions and 

wages were universal and a unifying factor.  White collar and office work 

was the racial and class division.  People of color worked on the floor and 

the glass ceiling were the front office and managerial or executive level 

salaries. 

My father was employed on the North Side of Chicago and we lived on the 

West Side.  Spanish, Polish and German could be heard, as well as English 

were spoken in the shop.  Most of the people were transplants from the 

Southern United States, the Caribbean and Eastern Europe.  As teenagers, 

my brothers and I would work with our father from the age of fourteen until 

we finished our college studies, unless we had other employment. 

When the families of workers come to the neighborhood businesses before 

or after picking their relatives up from work, the ethnic neighborhoods of 

the North Side of Chicago were linguistic and culinary tapestries.  The 

cultures of the Europe and Latin America were on Damen and between 

North Avenue and Chicago Avenues.  People looked at you wondering 

which language you were comfortable speaking and your background.   In 

the early 1960s, my mother and I went into a chain grocery store and we 

were the only persons of color, and everyone became quiet.  She later 

stated, “We just integrated that store.” 

At Von Steuben High School and the University of Illinois at Chicago, I 

met people who spoke languages, which, were not based on public 

perception.  Africans of the Diaspora spoke Arabic, Spanish, French, 

Amharic and Creole to each other and on the telephone to their families.  



These lessons would become critical in understanding the world and into 

particularly, Puerto Rico.  My initial steps in the North Side Puerto Rican 

communities were difficult, due to my lack of Spanish comprehension.  

Later, it all came together as I lived in an English dominated community 

and went to school and work in multi-lingual environments.   

11.7 

Amy Hedrick 

Women in the Contemporary Military: Marginalized or Integral? 

Since the First Gulf War, female service members have tremendously 

increased their visibility both within the military and within American 

society. Markedly, the media noticed the increased visibility of women in 

the military. Over the last few years, countless media stories covered topics 

ranging from the discrimination women face in the military, the debate over 

lifting the combat ban, and most notably the brazen proliferation of sexual 

assaults throughout the service. While the rampant sexual assault is a 

gravely serious problem and should in no way be overlooked, the choice of 

the media to focus on the negative aspects of women’s service experiences 

creates a narrow view of women’s military service, leading to uninformed 

opinions exemplified by John McCain’s advice for a constituent’s daughter 

not to join the military. The best way to gauge women’s actual military 

experiences is to ask the women themselves. 

The initial interviewees of the Women Veterans Oral History Project, 

designed to record the military experiences of female veterans, reveal a 

complex, multi-dimensional experience. While these women did indeed 

encounter discrimination in various forms and sexual assault in varying 

degrees, they also overwhelmingly treasured their military experience. The 

women felt accepted by their units, even if that acceptance was not 

immediate.  They felt essential to the mission, and they bonded with other 

service members, so much so that many of the women not only participate 

in veterans groups but also work for veterans services. Although the initial 

project interviewees undeniably experienced negative aspects of being a 

female service member, many of which are still painful years later, they also 

overwhelmingly felt integral to their units and fondly recall their service. 

 

11.7 

Rebekah Heppner 

The Lost Leaders – Stories Told by Female Executives 

Business leaders are being lost - in a business world that so desperately 

needs leadership today. Although women now represent half of all 

managers, they still hold less than 10% of the top positions in U.S. 

corporations. Somehow, women are being lost on their way up.  Much has 

been written about women leaders; rarely do we hear them speak. In The 

Lost Leaders, we hear from the women themselves. The Lost Leaders are 

women who share a life experience: they were part of the first wave of 

women who joined the corporate workplace en mass and moved up the 

ranks - only to eventually become so discouraged that they abandoned their 

careers. Although their stories are each unique, when viewed together, they 

provide a fascinating glimpse of the culture that exists in the contemporary 

corporation.  This paper is a summary of The Lost Leaders, How Corporate 

America Loses Women Leaders, recently published by Palgrave USA. The 

book is based on research conducted for a Ph.D. in Applied Anthropology. 

For that research, career stories were collected to construct an oral history 

of the first generation of executive women in corporations in the United 

States, a history created by the intersection of ten individual lives around a 

single topic.  Although there have been tremendous changes since the 

careers depicted here began, the environment that led these women to leave 

is still prevalent. It’s time we stopped pretending that the barriers that kept 

women from reaching the top of America’s corporations no longer exist. 

Women cannot solve this problem for themselves. The environment of the 

corporate workplace, the culture that is revealed here, needs to change. In 

the struggle to “have it all,” everyone is losing: Women. Men. Families. 

Corporations. Society. 

 

11.7 
Nancy Volavka 

It’s All or Nothing: An Oral History of an Adult Female Student 

The conditions and experiences of women help determine their choices 

made in life. The decision to enter higher education for women 40 or older 

often depends on whether these experiences develop into obstacles that 

limit or prevent the achievement of educational goals. Some such obstacles 

could include finances, family support, and time management. Experiences 



and obstacles require different methods to confront and solve potential 

problems dependent upon the individual. Educational administrators must 

not categorize this particular population as a homogeneous group but 

instead, consider each individual as a separate entity with a unique personal 

story.  

It is not the purpose of this research to consider only one solution to this 

topic but to share the story of one such adult woman who entered higher 

education. Her story and experiences concerning age bias, gender 

expectations, self-confidence, and traditions represents a few obstacles that 

challenged her decision to enter college. How one labels and views oneself 

becomes extremely important in confidence, esteem, and personal 

happiness. How individuals view the obstacles that prevent goal 

achievement also affects one’s ability to continue in school. It becomes 

valuable for educators to understand why some women do achieve success 

over such obstacles and why other females surrender to them.   

Social expectations dictate how women should operate within society’s 

standard of norms. The discourses of traditional beliefs, thoughts, and ideas 

continually challenge women to prepare themselves with the determination 

to achieve success. Many women desire to have a college degree during 

their adult years. This paper will focus on the story of one such female who 

shares her story in order that other women facing similar obstacles in life 

can relate to her experiences and achieve their educational dreams also.  

 

11.8 
Jodi Morris 

Little Rock Central High School National Historic Site/ LR Central High 

Memory Project: Mapping Change Across Generations 

The Central High School National Historic Site/ Little Rock Central High 

Memory Project partnership offers a model for service learning 

collaboration between heritage sites (national, state, local) and area schools 

that engage students in significant research, preservation, and interpretation 

of community history. The Central High Memory Project exemplifies the 

high level of interpretation--especially addressing controversial issues--

that  students can contribute to heritage sites when provided effective 

guiding questions and supporting reference materials. Over the past 8-years, 

Little Rock Central High students have collected over 800 oral history 

interviews. In addition, they have produced an ongoing website archiving 

the interview essays and tapes, published two volumes of selected essays, 

and created a “griot storytellers” program for public presentations and 

digital storytelling productions.  Teachers and NPS staff  have created 

lesson plans for the Memory Project oral history as well as interdisciplinary, 

Common Core lesson plans in Civics, English, Art, Communications/ 

Drama, Computer Science, Economics, Human Geography, and African 

American History. The National Park Service has incorporated the Memory 

Project into visitor services, interpretive exhibits and the park’s giftshop. 

The partnership has received grants from the National Park Foundation Park 

Stewardship Program, funded by the University of Phoenix, and the 

Smithsonian Institute. Participants will observe live student presentations, 

do a walk-through of sample hands-on lesson plans and receive copies of 

the curriculum packages and students’ digital storytelling productions. Little 

Rock Central High School is the only operating public high school that is 

the main feature of a National Park Service unit because of Central’s civil 

rights legacy from the Little Rock Nine's desegregation of the school in 

1957.  Though the Memory Project focuses on social justice issues, the 

presenters will discuss ways other sites might adapt the Memory 

Project/Park Stewardship model to service learning oral history 

projects involving the history of politics, laws, and controversial community 

issues related to natural history and environmental science. 

 

12.1 
Marie Scantena 

An Oral History of Hydraulic Fracturing: A Group Project’s Experience 

Understanding a Complex Issue 

This panel will analyze and discuss a group oral history project conducted 

by Columbia University Oral History Master's (OHMA) students who 

explored hydraulic fracturing in Pennsylvania and New York State. The 

panelists, OHMA alumna Sophie Cooper, Shanna Farrell, Kristen La 

Follette and Anna Levy will discuss the structure of the project and their 

individual research contributions. Each panelist will focus on how they used 

oral history to surface less accessible and contested stories, complicate 

widely held assumptions, and assemble an audio documentary providing a 

broader context in which stories were formed. Commentary by 2010-2012 

OHMA faculty, Marie Scatena. 



12.3 
Deborah Mutnick 

Pathways to Freedom: Mapping Oral Histories in Time and Space 

The Brooklyn chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality played a strategic 

role in the civil rights movement locally and nationally. The feisty, 

interracial group of activists that came together in 1960 staged creative, 

targeted campaigns against discrimination in the urban North that until 

recently have been all but erased from the historical record. Telling the 

story of Brooklyn CORE contests the grand narrative of the U.S. civil rights 

movement as mainly a Southern phenomenon that started in 1954 with 

Brown v. Board of Education and ended victoriously in 1965 with the Civil 

Rights Act. According to this triumphal, dominant narrative of the civil 

rights movement, the election of Barack Obama in 2008 sealed the deal as 

we moved from a colorblind to a post-racial society. 

Oral histories of Brooklyn CORE and other local civil rights activists in 

New York City contest this narrative by giving voice to stories that are only 

now entering the historical record. Much of the scholarship in Brian 

Purnell’s excellent study of Brooklyn CORE in Fighting Jim Crow in the 

County of Kings: Civil Rights in the Urban North (2013) is culled from oral 

histories conducted by Purnell and fellow civil rights historian Clarence 

Taylor. The Pathways to Freedom Digital Narrative Project, funded by an 

NEH Digital Humanities Startup Grant, continues this work, interviewing 

the same and other activists. Along with collecting interviews, we are 

mapping the oral histories in time and space in a mobile application that 

will help disseminate and cast a wider net for such testimony through crowd 

sourcing and other technologies. This presentation argues that the dominant 

narrative is incorrect and uses the mobile app and other Pathways artifacts 

to help tell a truer version of civil rights history. 

 

12.5 

Roundtable: The Effects of the Interview Experience on the Interviewer: An 

Area Less Explored  

In this session, the reactions of the interviewer in the interview situation 

will be explored. Early in the history of interviewing, oral historians began 

to realize that their reactions to the interview experience were important to 

understand because these could affect what next transpired in the session 

and how the interview material later was interpreted. For example, 

Theodore Rosengarten described the impact on him of interviewing an 

Alabaman sharecropper for the book All God’s Dangers, in “Stepping over 

Cockleburs: Conversations with Neb Cobb” in Telling Lives: The 

Biographical Art, 1979. More recently, Valerie Yow described the personal 

interior journey she found necessary when researching the life of Betty 

Smith (“What Every Biographer Should Know”, Journal of Media Practice, 

2010). In this session, there will be a continuation of the exploration of 

interviewer reactions by carefully examining moments in the interview 

experience that are associated with emotional and cognitive changes within 

the interviewer and between the dyad. Julie Meranze Levitt will look at the 

reactions of interviewers in response to narrators who have had grim 

experiences as Jews in Eastern Europe during World War II. Alan Wong 

will discuss how a previous relationship with the narrator affects the 

interview experience. He will draw on examples from several oral history 

projects in which he has participated as an interviewer. Under what 

circumstance does material become emotionally different, how does the 

interviewer recognize these conditions, and how does the interviewer 

handle her/her interior reactions will be considered by both presenters. A 

third presenter, Erin Jessee, will reflect on the emotional and ethical 

challenges of conducting life history and thematic interviews with 

government officials, survivors, returnees, and convicted genocidaires in 

post-genocide Rwanda since 2007. Chair will be Julie Meranze Levitt. 

 

12.5 

Alan David Wong 

The Interviewer’s Response to Horror: Impacts of Interviewing WW II 

Survivors 

In this paper, the researcher will focus on the interview and how the oral 

historian responds to interviewing narrators who have experienced horror as 

part of their past by looking at interviewer responses to bearing witness to 

such pain. Ten-twelve researchers, who participated in a study, 

Transcending Trauma, (see Hollander-Goldfein, B., Isserman, N. & 

Goldenberg, J., 2012) by interviewing WW II Jewish Holocaust survivors 

using an in-depth, open-end interview protocol, will themselves be 

interviewed by this researcher to understand the reactions of these 

interviewers to experiences associated with horror. There will be a focus on 

identifying the assumptions of these interviewers prior to their holocaust 



survivor interviewing: both their assumptions about what the interview 

experience generally is about, including what role(s) they expect to play as 

interviewers, and what they anticipated they would experience when 

interviewing survivors of holocausts. In addition, interviewers’ memories of 

the actual interview experience and their perceptions regarding how the 

experiences affected them during the interview experience and in the post-

interviewing phase will be explored. Questions, such as to what extent they 

entered the story-teller’s reality, either with intention or without being 

aware and why and whether this loss of distance was warranted and useful 

in further their understanding of the narrators, also will be examined. In 

addition, pre-interview histories of interviewers, their number of interviews 

within this survivor study, and age of interviewers will be examined in 

order to further understand the reactions of the interviewers to their 

narrators and their stories.  

Implications for oral history training and practice will be considered. 

 

12.6 

Michael Moffett, New Hampshire Technical Institute 

From Afghanistan to Hollywood and Back (with the Marines): Fahim 

Fazli's Odyssey 

This book is a first-person narrative by Fahim Fazli recollecting his many 

and varied experiences as a child of privilege in 1970s Kabul, as a refugee 

from Communism, as a legal immigrant to the USA, as a Hollywood actor, 

and as an interpreter who returned to Afghanistan with the Marines---where 

he was so successful at bringing together Americans and Afghans that the 

Taliban put a price on his head. Fahim’s account is rife with cultural 

conflict (Soviet vs. Afghan, secular vs. fundamentalist, immigrant vs. 

native, assimilator vs. non assimilator, military vs. non-military) and his 

story is one of accommodating cultural conflict in order to survive---and 

indeed thrive.  Readers of Fahim’s story should gain insights into a land 

which has had such a disproportionate influence on America and the world 

over the last thirty years.  The role of women in traditional Islamic 

Afghanistan receives considerable attention---indeed, the book is dedicated 

to women. But Fahim addresses many other cultural issues, such as the 

Code of Pashtunwali, which helps the reader to better understand an alien 

land.  The book is a product of taped interviews with Fahim, which are 

presently archived at Marine Corps University in Quantico, Va.  The project 

reflects the standard operating procedures of USMC’s History Division and 

my own studies in qualitative research as a doctoral student at the 

University of San Diego. As co-author of the published work, I did have 

license to “flesh out” Fahim’s story with relevant statistics and background 

information to hopefully enhance the overall narrative. 

 

12.6 

Caroline Crawford 

Neil Henry 

The California blues project of the Oral History Office/The Bancroft 

Library/UC Berkeley has over the past twenty-five years focused on the 

vibrant blues communities of the Bay Area.  The blues scene developed in 

the 1940s when thousands of African Americans arrived from the South to 

work in the defense industries.  Billie Holiday, Al Green, Aretha Franklin 

and others performed regularly in the dozens of local blues clubs, and 

California-based musicians such as Charles Brown and Jimmy McCracklin 

became known nationally through recordings and appearances on Dick 

Clark’s “American Bandstand.”  “Jimmy Sings the Blues,” a fifteen-minute 

film documentary, is based on oral history interviews with Jimmy 

McCracklin and includes appearances by B.B. King and Bonnie Raitt. 

 

12.7 

Katherine Bischoping, York University  

Markus Gerke, State University of New York at Stony Brook 

A Cautionary Tale of Hidden Truth in Oral History 

This paper is a case study of a naïve family history inquiry the first author 

undertook in the late 1970s and 1980s, when she travelled to Germany and 

Austria and asked about her father’s eldest brother, Hermann. The stories 

she gathered from multiple family members were romantic and sad, 

depicting a young man from a working class family who had been a brilliant 

student, who had married a wayward daughter of the bourgeoisie, and who 

had been cut down by war. Last summer, though, we discovered that before 

Hermann went to war, he had been employed by, and writing articles for, an 

Italian fascist-funded cultural institute in Cologne.  



Our study sets forth possible arguments for the difference between the 

storied Hermann and the Hermann found in historical record. Such 

arguments lie both in the particulars of identities, personalities, family 

dynamics and loyalties that coloured the early inquiry, and in the broader 

tendencies of the German past to be selectively forgotten and romanticized, 

such that an entire genre of “discovered Nazi” stories can be said to have 

developed. This project is significant in that it strikes a cautionary note 

about unequivocal celebrations of oral testimony as a source of hidden 

truth. Further, it highlights how realist and constructivist ontologies of 

history may not be polarized so much as messily entwined, in that our 

attention and our arguments became ever more constructivist even though 

what most interested us were the “real facts” of the past.   

 

13.1 

Rosalie G. Riegle 

“Next time I’ll go to prison, and you’ll get the kids”: The Effects of Serious 

Resistance on Families and Communities 

Civil disobedience in the cause of peace has always been part of the 

American tradition, with members of the traditional peace churches and 

others, both faith-based and secular, choosing prison over combat.  During 

the Vietnam War, draft refusers, draft card burners, and draft file destroyers 

served long prison terms, sometimes with heart-wrenching damage to 

personal relationships.  Using various tactics of nonviolent direct action, 

resisters continued to engage in civil disobedience throughout the last years 

of the 20
th

 century and to suffer the consequences of arrest and 

imprisonment.  The Plowshares movement, which symbolically marks 

nuclear weapons as the “taproot of violence,” nationwide campaigns against 

Trident submarines and other nuclear delivery systems, and actions to stop 

the training of foreign soldiers at the School of the Americas in Georgia,  all 

continue to occasion arrests and prison terms.  

What motivates nonviolent war resisters to commit acts of civil 

disobedience for which they must leave family and community?  And what 

happens to those who remain at home?  To address these questions and to 

learn what prison is like for these mostly white, mostly college educated, 

mostly faith-based, peaceworkers, I conducted 173 oral history interviews 

between 2004 and 2007, with the results published in Doing Time for 

Peace: Resistance, Family, and Community (Vanderbilt, 2012) and 

Crossing the Line: Nonviolent Resisters Speak Out for Peace (Wipf and 

Stock, 2013).  

This paper looks critically at what parents and children told me about living 

in a resistance family. Nettie Cullen describes how the strains of Vietnam 

activism almost jettisoned her marriage; Michele Naar-Obed recalls the 

trauma surrounding her participation in a Plowshares action while her 

daughter was a baby; Ollie Miles and Phil Berrigan’s children recall 

growing up in families where one parent was frequently in jail.  Professor 

Harry Murray explains how he combines an academic career with 

resistance, and Catholic Worker mothers and fathers speak of the 

discernment and planning necessary to live a resistance life. Their stories 

contextualize and complicate our definition of resistance and the seeming 

sacrifices it entails. The paper concludes by inviting questions from the 

audience about both motivation and effectiveness. 

 

13.1 
Marta Kurkowska-Budzan, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland 

History of sport: where disciplines (inter)play 

I had taken up my present research in purpose of testing to what extent 

attractive and how much efficient in a daily practice of a historian a social 

science theories might be. Equipped with „grounded theory” (Strauss, 

Glaser) combined with semiotic perspective and critical discourse analysis 

tools I do my oral history fieldwork in small towns and villages of Poland – 

the cultural and geographical peripheries of the country. The subject of my 

research is cultural history of amateur sport and folk games in the period of 

1945 – 1989.   

Research hypothesis: Sport generated the systems of signs reaching beyond 

the sport itself; influencing the social interactions and activities it 

constituted the symbolic system of the community, created the local culture 

represented by lifestyles and the world’s understanding and represented the 

specificity of the experience of the peripheral socialism. 

In the paper I present the results of my recent fieldwork: the case study 

focused on the local and regional discourses and processes of filling the 

signs with meanings on the various levels of the verbal and non-verbal 

communication. 



13.2 

Rose-Marie Mukarutabana 

Heritage Site Management in Rwanda: A Struggle with Oral History 

A National Government culture policy paper clearly states that these 

properties are to be protected and promoted, but progress has been slow, 

although some activity is planned for next year. 

While the Policy paper attributes this slow action to a lack of qualified staff 

and insufficient funding, progress may also have been hampered by other 

factors, including priority given to development and socioeconomic 

modernization. Indeed, while the authorities have made a determined effort 

to implement “homegrown solutions” inspired by cultural heritage, it has 

been difficult to strike a satisfactory balance between desirable modern 

infrastructures and historically and culturally significant traditional 

landscape, such as a former royal residence or burial grounds. 

Worry over a possible resurgence of the “genocide ideology” has also been 

an obstacle to heritage development. The general feeling among Rwandans 

is that a history distorted by the Hamitic theory and a misuse of oral 

narratives, has played a role in the country’s troubles. This has led to the 

suspension of history teaching, pending “the production of non-divisive 

version”, and also to a need to control oral history work, especially in the 

current difficult geopolitical climate. These appear to be the major 

contributors to a cautious handling of Rwanda Heritage properties.  

Consequently, the 400 pre-colonial properties on record have been largely 

ignored, and attention has been given to the management of properties 

deemed to elicit the least controversy as regards history, such as parks and 

other natural heritage; genocide memorials, with four submitted last year for 

inscription on the UNESCO World Heritage List; and colonial and post-

colonial sites, with several buildings of this period have been turned into 

museums, while a 1915 German-Belgian battleground is currently being 

developed into a “World War I Heritage Park.”  

 

13.3 

Roundtable on Oral History for Social Change 

Sponsored by Oral Historians for Social Justice and Groundswell: Oral 

History for Social Change, this roundtable will allow for a facilitated open 

conversation, with very brief opening statements by the facilitators. 

While the content of the discussion will be shaped by those who contribute 

to it, we would like to focus our conversation around these two questions: 

- Narratives of all kinds have become critical in advocacy and 

activism.  What, if any, is the particular value of oral history in processes of 

social change? 

- We have conventionally valued "giving" voice and "empowering" others 

through oral history work.  When and how have these constructions been 

challenged in social change work?  With what implication or outcome? 

Co-Facilitators: 

Amy Starecheski, Malinda Maynor Lowery, Mary Marshall Clark 

 

13.5 

Bina Gandhi Deori, Dept. of Ancient Indian History, Culture and 

Archaeology, Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, West Bengal 

Oral Tradition and the Genealogy of the Galo tribe of Arunachal Pradesh 

Arunachal Pradesh, the North-Easternmost part of India bordering Bhutan 

in the west, Tibet in the north-west, Myanmar in the east and China in the 

north is one of the least explored territories in India. Its inaccessible 

topography has made the movement of the people difficult, therefore, till 

now Arunachal Pradesh has remained a mystery land to outsiders.  

The region is inhabited by several hundred tribes and its sub-tribes. Galo is 

one of the main tribe in the region. The Galos have a very rich oral 

tradition.  

As Galo material culture is mainly based on bamboo which is perishable in 

nature; therefore, the oral history of the tribe plays a significant role in 

reconstructing its past. In the absence of any scripts and any written 

documents, the indigenous knowledge, traditions and customs of the tribe 



have been passed orally to the next generation. Unfortunately, the oral 

tradition of the Galo tribe is under threat of extinction as with the older 

generation, the tradition is also fast disappearing from their society and very 

little work has been done so far for its preservation. 

Another significant feature of Galo tribe is their system of genealogy. The 

Galos have the practice of using the last syllable of the father’s name as the 

first syllable of his children’s name which helps them to trace their origin 

very easily to their ancestral father. 

Therefore, through this paper an attempt will be made to understand the 

Galo oral tradition and its significance for the reconstruction of their 

history. An attempt will also be made to highlight the genealogical system 

of the Galos which is highly scientific and relevant in the present day for 

the people of this indigenous community to relate them to their ancestors. 

 

13.5 

Nancy H. Dewey 

Rural to Urban PERU: Surviving Transition with audience participation 

Sometimes, not to forget, a Story is about real lives. My presentation 

concerns one family who survived a transition during the 1980s from rural 

to urban Peru. Photographs and recordings document my first and second 

visit after thirty-four years (1979 and 2013). Audio and visual methodology 

supports my perspective of the Mercado family living in the High Andes 

when we first met and after they moved to various cities along the coast 

where they live today. I will encourage audience participation specifically 

regarding two questions about relocation: who made the decision to leave, 

and have any traditions survived? A symbolic empty chair will represent 

unheard voices. 

The craft of oral history is based on trust, which may be challenging inter-

culturally. My documentation of the Mercados’ courage then and today is 

made hoping to honor and to learn from them. Even when there are 

obstacles, such as distance across continents, difficult terrain to travel, three 

languages to contend with - other mishaps can occur as well, making 

personal contact both the opportunity and indispensable glue between us. 

 

13.6 

Kelly Crager, Texas Tech University 

Never Let the Truth Get in the Way of a Good Story: The Intersection of 

Myth and Memory in Oral History Interviews with Vietnam Veterans 

This paper examines the many stories told by Vietnam veterans in oral 

history interviews that, while possibly not factually accurate, hold a much 

deeper meaning to narrators regarding their Vietnam experiences and 

reinforce the bonds of what it means to be a Vietnam veteran. These stories, 

and the veterans’ retelling of them, are significant indicators of the strength 

of the cultural values shared within the Vietnam veteran community. 

 


